5 ways to get ready for next term with Artstor

Get started
First, check if your institution offers access.* Next, set up an individual account to start taking advantage of the full set of features for teaching remotely with Artstor.

Collections of note that span disciplines

- **Magnum Photos**: Journalistic photographs spanning the globe from Alaska to the Amazon and Oman to the Arctic Circle.
- **Library of Congress: Eyes of the Nation**: A pictorial overview of American history from the Library's special collections.
- **Panos Pictures**: Photographs of contemporary global affairs documenting critical social issues as well as stories beyond the daily media agenda.
- **Cornell: Persuasive Cartography: The PJ Mode Collection**: This open collection brings together maps from many eras from all over the world to explore their power as visual messengers.

Browse our 200+ collections

Get informed

- **Artstor across disciplines**: Learn how Artstor's visual media collections can be used to enrich teaching and learning in a wide variety of subjects.
- **Remote teaching and learning with Artstor**: Discover how you and your students can use Artstor for teaching and learning no matter where you are.
- **Make and share groups**: Everything you need to know about creating, discovering, and sharing image groups.

Get inspired

- **25 examples of teaching and research with Artstor**: Find out how your colleagues are using Artstor in their work.
- **10 great reasons to use Artstor in your teaching**: Discover what makes Artstor such an invaluable resource.
- Spice up your online presence with our [free art backgrounds for video conferences](#).
- **Sign up for the Artstor newsletter** and learn about interesting highlights, new collections, platform updates, and events.
- Also, we found this article on engaging students in an online classroom from the Chronicle of Higher Education inspiring.

* If your institution does not yet participate in Artstor, you can still view and use 1.3+ million items!